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____ - Preface - -

The Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) and the

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL) are conducting

research into the operation and response of the human visual

system to various visual tasks. The results obtained from

investigations of this nature may provide significant con-

tributions in defining design criteria for various visual

display systems. This investigation was designed to provide

an insight into how an image is processed by the.human vis-

ual system.

I am indebted to laj Joseph W. Carl whose paradigm

prompted this investigation. I thank him for convincing

) me to undertake the thesis and for the many hours he spent

explaining the underlying model.

Words cannot express my gratitude to Dr, Matthew Kab-

risky for the untold hours he devoted to helping me trouble

shoot, repair, modify, and calibrate the equipment, and act-

ing as a test subject, advisor, and general supporter.

Last of all I want to thank my real supporters during

these long months. To my wife, Cathy, and my daughters,

Jonna and Jenny, go my loving thanks for always understand-

Ing the reasons for, and supporting me In, my pursuit of an

advar-.d degree.

K
Charles G. Smith
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Abstract

This report documents an Investigation of the hypo-

thesis that the organization or the receptive fields In the

human visual system changes to compensate for changes in

the average luminance of the visual stimulus.

Foveal measurements of contrast sensitivity of slnuE-

oidal spatial frequency were made at one luminance level

while subjects were adapted to a spatial ainusold of a dif-

ferent average luminance. The luminance levels used were

3.65 and 35.5 ft-lamberts.

Contrast sensitivity curves were generated for the

range of spatial frequencies from 2 through 11 cycles per

degree for adapting spatial frequencies of 4, 6, and 8

cycles per degree.,

Adaptation and testing at the same average luminance

level produced a depression in the contrast sensitivity

curve centered over the adapting spatial frequency. Adap-

ting to a low level stimulus and testing at a higher lumi-

nance level produced a shift in the adaptation dep-ession

to a lower spatial frequency. Adapting to a high luminance

level and testing at a lower luminance level produced a

shift to a higher spatial frequency. The shift In the

adaptation depression was observed for red, green, blue,

and white light stimuli and was observed for the unadapted

eye of a subjeot whose other eye was adapted.
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CONTRtAST SENSITIVITY OF THE HUMAN

VISUAL SYSTEM AT ONE LUMINANCE LEVEL

WHILE ADAPTED TO A STIMULUS AT

ANOTHER LUMINANCE LEVEL

I. Introduction

Purpose

This report documents an investigation of the hypothe-

sis that certain aspects of the functional organization of

the human visual system change In response to the visual

task being performed. If one accepts the hypothesis that a

center-surround receptive field organization exists at var-

ious levels in the visual system, then the organization of

the receptive fields can be assumed to change as a function

of the visual stimulus. A visual system model based on

center-surround receptive fields has been proposed which

predicts that the frequency-specific adaptation depression

In the contrast sensitivity curve will shift to a different

spatial frequency when the average luminance of the test

stimulus is higher or lower than the average luminance of

the adapting stimulus (Ref 1). The specific purpose of this

investigation was to determine whether this shift In the

specific frequency adaptation-depression on the contrast

sensitivity curve can be predicted and detected.
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Background

Information is presented to the visual system as a two

dimensional light distribution spread over the receptors in

the eye. It can be shown that any two dimensional spatial

pattern can be expressed as a sum of asn appropriate set of

spatial sinusolds of proper orientation, amplitude, and

spatial frequency. The set of sinusoidal components which

must be added together to obtain a given pattern is obtained

by Fourier analysis. Each component can be identified with

a point in a polar representation of a two-dimensional fre-

quency plane. The angular dimension represents the sinus-

old'e orientation and the radial dimension represents its

spatial frequency. The central hypothesis of the Fourier

analysis model of the human visual system is that the spa-

tial frequency components of the light pattern are abstract-

ed or encoded by the visual systew (Ref 2s 8-9),

The susceptibility of the human visual system to damage

precludes Interrupting neural connections or using other in-

vasive techniques to obtain precise quantitative measure-

ments of visual system operation. Therefore, most Investi-

gations into the operation of the human visual system are

peyohophysioal In nature. Psychophysical testing is accom-

plished uping very specific and controlled s*imull and ob-

serving the subjects' responses. The specific stimuli

generated data can be analyzed to provide an insight into

the physiological operation of the visual system,(
2
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The human visual system primarily depends on the con-

trast characteristics of a scene to discriminate details

(Ref 3: 551), If one constructs a linear model of the human

visual system, then the effect of contrast in a scene on

visual resolution can be expressed in terms of the system's

contrast threshold for detecting the presence of sinusoidal

gratings.

The profile of a sinusoidal grating can be generated

by using a sine wave Input to drive the control grid of a

cathode ray tube to cause variations in the Intensity of the

screen presentation. If the sine wave input is synchronized

with the sweep rate of the cathode ray tube's raster-scan

generator, an alternating pattern of light and dark bars

which blend with each other at their edges is displayed on

the screen. This pattern Is a sinusoidal grating (see Fig.

1. p. 4).

Contrast has been defined by Michelson (Ref 4) as

Lmax*'Lmincontrast - LmxLi (1)

where Lmax is the luminance at the centers of the bright

bars and LaIn is the luminance at the centers of the dark

bars, This is illustrated in Fig. 1, This definition of

contrast is used consistently In this investigation. Fig, 1

also depicts how a sinusoidally varying voltage must be

( 3



i-i (a) Contrast Lnaz'i-

DC+ 
Normalized

DC-A-

LzaxLuminanice -DC+A83.nW 0X

Fig. 2. Luminance Profile Of a Sine Wave Grating(a) Sinusoidal Grating. (b) LuminanceGrating (Adapted from Ret 14: 3)

superimposed on a DC (or average) level, to maintain a sinus-
oidal luminanoe profile.

For the purpose of this investigation, the threshold
contrast is the oontrast value at which a mine wave gratIng
for a given average luminance, DC u (L X+Lrtn)/2, Is just

distinguishable from a blank screen of the same average
luminance. For this investigation a blank screen was do.
fined as a presentation which Is uniform In luminance.

( 4
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Contrast sensitivity is the reciprocal of threshold con-

trast.

One can quantitatively describe some characteristics oe

the visual system in terms of the contrast sensitivity of

the system to sinusoidal gratings of various spatial fre-

quencies. The spatial frequency of a sine wave is measured

In cycles per degree (CPD). This sinusoldal spatial fro-

quency refers to the number of cycles in the sine wave

grating per degree of visual field (Ref 5j 312-324). A

sinusoidal variation from light to dark and back to light is

one cycle. The contrast sensitivity of the human visual

system as a function of the spatial frequency of the stim-

ulus grating is generally referred to as the modulation

transfer function (MT?) of the system.

The Imaging properties of any linear system can be de-

scribed in terms of the MT? of the system, In purely opti-

cal systems the MT? describes the ratio of image-to-object

reductions in contrast for sinusoids of varying spatial fre-

quencies (Ref 6a 420-421). A plot of the logarithm of con-

trast sensitivity against spatial frequency (as shown in

Fig. 2, page 6) is called an MTP plot. The data which re-

sulted from this investigation In displayed using this type

of MTP plot.

Research has shown that certain aspects of the contrast

sensitivity of the human visual system can be modeled using

linear system analysis. Linear system analysis allows one
*1 C
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to develop a convenient mathematical representation for the

system of interest. The mathematical representation is then

used to make predictions about expected system output for a

given input. Once a model has been developed, it must be

tested to verify its predictive capabilities.

The results of this investigation support the hypothe-

sis that the functional organization of the human visual sys-

tem changes in response to the visual task being performed.

Evidence exists which suggests that one of the parameters

which effects reorganization Is the average luminance of the

visual scene. Previous research has'demonstrated that the

visual system's contrast sensitivity tends to increase with

an increase in average luminance. This Is accompanied by a

shift in peak sensitivity toward a higher spatial frequency

(Ref 23 25-26; 7, 690-691), The visual system Is able to

form high-contrast neural images over a broad range of light

conditions because nerve cell interactions shift the response

range of the system to adjust for changes in ambient light

conditions (Ref 8s 71). ;n his investigation of the pro-

ceasing of visual images, Werblin found that the retinal

message changed significantly after leaving the bipolar

cell. He determined that neighboring receptor cells were

able to communicate with the bipolar cell via the horizontal

cells (Ref 83 73) and that this communication is a major

factor in the ability of the visual system to adapt quickly

to changes in luminance level (Ref 8s 78). He attributes

. .



the actual adaptation to a shift in the bipolar cell's lumi-

nance intensity response curve caused by the horizontal cell

input.

Adaptation to the specific spatial frequency of the

test pattern presented is another aspect of visual system

response. Visual system contrast sensitivity Is signifi-

cantly decreased for spatial frequencies within one octave

of the adapting spatial frequency of a high contrast sine

wave grating (Ref 91 1926; 23 32). Adaptation results in a

depression of the contrast sensitivity curve appioximately

centered over the adapting spatial frequency. The fact that

the contrast sensitivity depression resulting from adapta-

tion Is limited to a narrow range of spatial frequencies

suggests to some investigators that the visual system might

contain a number of independent channels, each of which is

selectively sensitive to a narrow range of spatial frequen-

cies (Ref 2: 32). It has been proposed that these channels

are neuron populations organized in a center-surround con-

figuration. There is also a relationship between the size

of the receptive field and the range of spatial frequencies

to which the visual system is most sensitive (Ref 101 950-

951). If this relationship is coupled with the hypothesis

that receptive field organization is a function of stimulus

luminance, then one would expect to observe a shift In the

adaptation effect to another spatial frequency when the sub.

jeot in adapted at a low luminance level and tested at a

6A



higher luminance level.

There were two main considerations in determining the

contrast and luminance levels for this investigation. The

adapting grating contrast had to be high enough to provide

good adaptation effects. The luminance change from dim to

bright had to be sufficient to produce a predicted clear

shift in the MTF curve.

i
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I1. Apa.atus

Basic §guipment

This Investigation was conducted using equipment de-

signed and built for the purpose of collecting MT? data by

previous thesis students at the Air Force Institute of Tech-

nology. The original design, subsequent modifications, and

operation of the equipment is described by Nystrom (Ref 11),

Hannikel (Ref 12), Quill (Ref 13), and Scheidegg (Ref 14) in

their respective theses.

The equipment consists of a digital computer and a com-

puter program which controls the equipment, records the data

and computes the results: a multipler controller which con-

verts the digital signals from the computer into three do

voltages; a frequency generator which converts one of the

do voltages ihto a sine wave; and a pattern generator which

accepts the other two do voltages and the signal from the

frequency generator and supplies a signal which produces

sine wave gratings at a desired contrast level on the screen

of a modified 17" commercial television not (Sony model KV-

1710),, The leads to the red, blue, and green cathodes have

been out and pin plugs have been installed to facilitate

single color illumination of the screen.

The television set was previously modified to include

a dual-level brightness control (Ref 14s 8-9) so that a test

subject could be adapted at one luminance level and then

10



tested at another luminance level under computer control.

Modification of Brightness Control

The dual brightness control Increases the brightness

of the television screen by instantaneously adding resis-

tance to the brightness control circuit. Fig. 3 shows the

location of the brightness control, Vi 901, in a schematic

of the original television circuit.

The point where the dual brightness modification was

added to the circuit Is Indicated by an RX". Fig. 4 is a

schematic diagram of the original dual brightness control

and the modified dual brightness control. The modified dual

brightness control is mounted on the rear television chassis

adjacent to the original brightness control (VR 901) knob.

Analysis of photometer measurements with the full 20R ohms

of B2 in the brightness control circuit and with It switched

out of the circuit indicated that an additional 20K ohms of

resistance was necessary to obtain the desired luminance

range of 3 to 30 foot lamberts.

The operation of the dual brightness control circuit is

described by Scheidegg (Ref 14: 8-9). The basic operation

of the circuit Is unaffected by the Increase In circuit re-

sistance,

Modifications to Mut~e Controller

The digital to analog converters (DAC,8) In the

f11
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S(a) (X In Fig. 3)
20K 20K

B1 manual select
VR901

Bi - Brightnese
Control No. I - -------

B2 - Brightness i IW DIP-5 relay
Control No. 2

+i

L - - - .. - - -t

to pattern
switching circuit

(b)
20K 20K 20K (xi i.3

7 B1 B2.
VR1901

B2A - Resistance
added to
Brightness--------------- "I
Control No.21

Wll8DIP-5
relay

+

to pattern
switching circuit

Fig. 4. Brightness Control Modification Circuit
Diagram (a) as Modified by Scheidegg (b) as
Modified by Smith

13
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-- •uulti-trojier are dsigned to provide the do control

voltages, of 0-10v, for computer controlled operation of the

system. (The DAC'S for the analog output number 1 and 3 are

not funct~oning properly at the present time). The DAC In

position B of the type I output card In slot AO of the multi-

plex controller is totally unpredictable in output. The DAC

In position B of the type I output card In slot Al has a

maximum output of 2.5 volts. It provides proper analog out-

put voltage below 2.50 volts. The DAC's In position A of

both cards function properly (Ref 11: 31, 62).

The front panel wiring for the analog output of the

multiplex controller was reaccomplished to work around the

above equipment malfunction. This was done because the ex-

pected delay In data gathering while waiting for parts de-

livery would have precluded timely thesis completion.

Analog output "OR Is now wired to the contrast control

line of the pattern generator. Analog output 020 Is wired

to the pattern frequency circuitry of the pattern generator.

Analog output 03" provides the brightness control voltages

(O.Ov do, diml 0.5v do, bright) for the pattern switching

circuit, The pattern switching circuit interconnection

points are shown In Fig. 5.

- - _ _ --
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III. Testing Procedures

Labortor Setting

The stimulus generating equipment Is located In a win-

dowless room. The television set has a mask over the screen

In the center of which a 10" diameter hole has been cut.

When viewed through the mask, the stimulus grating subtends

approximately two degrees of the visual field of the subject

seated in a chair 24 ft from the screen, The only source of

illumination other than the television screen is one over-

head flourescent lamp, above and slightly behind the tele-

vision set. This lamp adds 0.1 ft-lamberts to the average

luminance of the television screen. This increased lnui-

nance was included at both the high and low luminance levels

when the contrast calibration of the television display was

accomplished. This low background illumination allows the

subject to be aware of the test environment but not dis-

tracted by it. A small black dot (*" diameter) has been af-

fixed to the center of the television screen to aid the sub-

ject in fixating on the television screen.

A partition separates the subject from the operator and

the stimulus generator control equipment. This allows the

operator to monitor the equipment during the experiment

without distracting the subject.

16



Experimental Structure

The test subject was shown an adapting grating (4, 6,

or d CPD) or a blank screen at either of two luminance

levels. Upon subject request (by manually operating a

micro-switch), a test grating was displayed on the screen

for 500 msec. The test grating was shown at either of two

luminance levels and at varied oontrant levels. The two

luminance levels were 3.65 and 35.5 ft-lamberts. The con-

trast levels were from .007 to .631 contrast units as de-

fined by Michelson's formula. Contrast was varied in steps

of 0.05 logarithmic contrast units (40 steps from -2.15 to

-. 20).

Satial Peu Selection

The range of frequencies from 2-11 CPD generally cover

the range of highest contrast sensitivity (see Fig. 2).

This investigation used this range of frequencies.

The experiment was designed to determine the effect

of adaptation to a stimulus grating within this range of

spatial frequencies on the subject's MTF curve. The peak

sensitivity for the typical MTP curve in .this experimental

situation appears to be around 6 CPD. It was decided to

make the initial data runs at this frequency and determine

whether any change Gould be observed in the MTF curve which

could be attributable to the difference In the luminance

level of the adapting and test stimuli. Two additional sets

17



of data runs were made at 4 CPD and 8 CPD to determine if

observed changes In the MT? curve were repeatable at another
frequency. If the XTF curve changes, then there should be
some correlation between the changes resulting from the

three different adapting spatial frequencies.

Data Reuements

It was necessary to obtain a complete set of data on
at least one individual to provide a profile for relating
the MTF curves generated during this investigation to the
results of previous Investigators. In order to verity any
MTF curve changes observed in the data set for this Indl-
vidual, four things were necessary. First. a run with a
bright blank adapting screen and a bright test pattern to
establish a baseline to which all changes could be related.
Second, one ruA with a dim blank adapting screen and a
bright test pattern to establish the change In the MTP curve
due solely to luminance change, Third, a'set of runs with
bright adapting patterns of 4, 6, and 8 CPD and testing at a
high luminance level to establish the presence of a fre-
quency speoifio adaptation depression in the subject's MTP
curve centered at those frequencies, Finally, a set of re-
peated runs uhing a dim adapting grating at 4. 6, and 8 CPD
while testing at a high luminance level to determine if a
shift was observed In the adaptation depression. The teat
plan called for the results of tests on this Individual to

(,."'•



be verified by testing two other individuals. Equipment and

scheduling problems precluded one potential test subject

from participating. The desired data 3ets for the two test

subjects are listed In Table I,

Experimental Procedure

The procedure used to carry out this experiment had

three parts; operator preparation, subject threshold testing,

and data output. The operator preparation for testing, In-

cluding equipment checkout and operation, Is Included in

Appendix A, Equipment Operating Procedures. The data inputs

required by the computer program and the data outpout are in-

eluded in Appendix B, MTF Computer Program. This section

will be restricted to an explanation of the procedure used

to obtain an MTF plot for each subject.

The computer program for computer control of the stin-

ulus equipment required that the operator provide the com-

puter with digital values corresponding to the desired

spatial frequencies to be tested. The digital values were

determined using the procedures outlined In Appendix A. The

operator also had to Input test grating luminanoe level,

adapting luminance level, and the spatial frequency of the

adapting grating. After the operator provided this data,

the computer controlled the experiment.

The operation of the Stimulus Request Switoh and hand-

held Response Box was explained to the test subject prior to

19
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Table I

MTF Test Plan

Subject Luminance Level Adapting

SpatialAdapting grating Test grating Prequency
(CPD)

Bright Dim Bright Dim

CGS X X 0

X X 0

X X 0

X X 6

X x 6

X X 6

X X 4

x 4

X X 4
x X 8

X X

X X 0
mix X X b

X X 6
x X 4

X X B

,V 2 x 8
I ~20
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his first test. The subject was cautioned to maintain a

consistent decision criteria during the course of the ex-

periment.

The subject was seated in a comfortable chair 24 ft

from and directly in front of the television set. The pre-

determined adapting stimulus was on the screen before and

between all test intervals. The adapting stimulus was

either a blank screen or an adapting grating with an average

luminance of either 3.65 or 35.5 ft-lamberts.

The exact time at which the test stimulus was presented

was controlled by the subject through the hand-held Stimulus

Request Switch. The luminance, contrast, and spatial fre-

quency of the test grating were controlled by the computer.

The subject's response to each test stimulus presentation

was tabulated by the computer. The subject could make only

one of two responses to each test stimulus presentation,

either "$ think a test grating is present" or '*1 don't think

a test grating is present."

When the test subject depressed the Stimulus Request

Switch, the adapting stimulus was instantaneously replaced

by the test grating. The duration of the test grating pre-

sentation was 500 milliseconds. This time period was deter-

mined optimal during Scheidegg's investigation of this pro-

blem (Ref 14, 24).

The contrast of the first test grating was net high

enough to ensure easy recognition by anyone who does not

C.
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have a visual deficit. This ensured that each subject's

initial response was affirmative and gave the subject an

opportunity to see clearly the test grating he was expected

to identify during subsequent test intervals. The affirma-

tive response caused the computer to decrease the test grat-

ing contrast by six contrast levels. It took 5 to 8 seconds

for the computer to record the subject's response and to

print the next set of commands for the multiplex controller.

The subject continued to view the adapting grating during

this interval. As soon as the teletypewriter had finished

printing the commands, the subject was able to obtain the

next text grating by depressing the Stimulus Request Switch.

-. The computer program was designed to lower the test

grating contrast in increments of six contrast levels until

the subject responded that he could no longer see the grat-

ing. The computer then reversed the direction at contrast

change and Increased the contrast by two onrtrast levels per

response. When the subject indicated that he could again

see the test grating, the contrast was incrementally lowered

by one contrast level until the subject again indicated that

he could not see the grating. The contrast level was then

near the subject's contrast threshold. The contrast thresh-

old was established by raising and lowering the contrast one

level at a time until six reversals had been obtained.

The computer program averaged the contrast response

values to determine contrast sensitivity for that spatial

"C 22
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frequency (Ref 18: 59). The subject's response pattern for
the ten spatial frequencies was tabulated by the computer

and used to generate MTF plots for each frequency. These
plots were printed on the CALCOMP plotter and are Included

as Figs. 8 through 29 and 33 through 49.
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IV. Experimental Hypothesisi --

The experimental paradigm was developed to investigate

the hypothesis that certain aspects of the human visual sys-

tem change in response to the visual task performed. Pre-

vious research has shown that the average luminance of the

visual scene is one of the parameters which affects visual

system reorganization. It has been demonstrated that an

increase In the average luminance of the scene causes the

peak sensitivity of the human visual system to shift to a

higher spatial frequency. The increased luminance also

causes an Increase in the contrast sensitivity of the visual

system at all spatial frequencies (Hef 2: 25-26, ?t 690-691).

If a center surround receptive field organization exists

within the visual system, then the changes in the visual

system In response to a changing visual task can be assumed

to be a result ot changes In the receptive fields. Several

versions of the center surround receptive field theory were

addressed in Section 1. The specific version reflected in

this model assumes that the spatial distributions of the

center and surround fields are Gaussian In form, concentric,

and overlap. The surround distribution has a smaller peak

and a larger spread than the center (Hof 1).

The center distribution is postulated to produce an

excitatory response to a visual stimulus while the surround

produces an inhibitory response. These two responses are

24
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summed in the retinal ganglion to provide the neural impulse

pattern transmitted to the visual cortex (Ref 51 307-310).

The precise cite of the summation is not known, but there Is

evidence indicating that It is after the receptors, foveal

cones in this case, but before the ganglion cell outputs

(Ref 5: 251). Schmpitt, Dev, and Smith cite evidence to sup-

port a model in which this summation is accomplished by

means of *9reolprocalm synapses between pairs of horizontal

cells and between amaorine and bipolar cells (Ref 161 115).

The second aspect of visual system response affecting

the structure of this paradigm is the affect of adaptation

on the system. The adaptation phenomenon is described in

Section 1. For the purposes of this investigation, the sal-

ient fact is that the depression in the contrast sensitivity

of the human visual system resulting from adaptation to a

grating of a specific spatial frequency In limited to a nar-

"row range of spatial frequencies centered about the adapta-

tion frequency. This suggests that the visual system con-

tains a number of independent channels, each of which is

selectively sensitive to a narrow range of spatial frequen-

cies (Ref 2: 32). It has been postulated that the MT? curve

Is an envelope of the responses of these independent channels

to the visual system stimulation (See Pig. 6),

A center surround receptive field theory has been pro-

posed which postulates that the receptive field organization

is a function of stimulus luminance (Ref l, 101 949-951,
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5: 307. 17: 75). Previous research has indicated that there

is a relationship between the size of the receptive field

aand the range of spatial frequencies over which it is most

sensitive (Ref 10: 950-951). If a relationship exists be-

tween the size of the receptive field and the average lumi-

nance of the stimulus, it could be expected to manifest it-

self as a change in receptive field organization of the

visual system with a concomitant change In the spatial fre-

quency sensitivities of the system.

It has been shown that adaptation at one luminance

level causes desensitization of the system to the spatial

frequency of the adapting stimulus. This paradigm assumes

that this desensitization Is a result of desensitization of

the receptive fields maximally sensitive to that adapting

frequency. Under this hypothesis, if a change In stimulus

luminance level resulted in a change in the receptive field

organization before the desensitization of particular cells

wears off, then the MTF curve at the new luminance level

should exhibit a frequency specific adaptation depression at

a spatial frequency different from the one at which the sys-

tem was adapted. Specifically, It is postulated that the

frequency specific depression In the contrast sensitivity

curve will shift to a higher spatial frequency if the visual

system is adapted to a low luminance level grating and

tested at a high luminance level. Fig. 7 Illustrates this

theory.
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S..V. Results

The experimental structure described In Section III was

followed to obtain the data sets described herein. Both

subjects were thoroughly familiar with the experimental

paradigm and the test structure. They were also familiar

with the results of Scheidegg's research (Ref 14). Both

subjects were involved in the calibration and checkout of

the equipment and had experience in the repair of the equip-

ment. They were also familiar with the computer program

used to develop the stimulus patterns and were aware of the

program changes and equipment modifications.

Test subject familiarity with equipment and test pro-

oedure does not degrade these test results. A test subject

would have to remember the exact order of approximately 100

responses to 12 different experimental conditions to goner-

at. biased test sequences. Both test subjects Indicated

that soon after the test started they lost track of where

they were In the test under the stress of concentrating on

the adapting and stimulus gratings.

One factor which created stress during the conduct of

the experiments was the Interference from the *phantom grat-

Ing 0 when the contrast of the test grating was near contrast

threshold. The phantom grating phenomenon was first report-

e4 by Scheldegg (Cef 141 24-25) and. was first Investigated

as a laboratory projeot under I. Kabrisky., Professor of

29
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Blo-Engineering, AFIT. The results of that investigation

are being prepared for publication at this time. The "phan-

toM grating" is a persistent, low contrast, (presumably)

cortically generated, high spatial frequency after-response

to adaptation to sinusoidal gratings. The strength of the

phenomenon varies from Individual to Individual and with

stimulus orientation but occurs for all three color phos-

phors of the P-22A screen of the Sony Trinitron.

Subject MJK had greater difficulty than subject CGS

with "phantom grating" Interference. This may account for

the greater variation In data from experiments with MJC.

Some tests with MJK were totally unreliable (IJK mistook the

"phantom grating" for the test grating and gave affirmative

( responses to grating presence when only a blank screen was

displayed). The problem of interference from the "phantom

grating" can be diminished be adopting a *Yes, I can see the

test grating" and "I am not sure if I see the test grating"

response criteria. This provides a basis for making the re-

sponse decision a little above threshold and avoiding the

near threshold "phantom grating# interference, As long as

the response criteria of the subject is consistent for the

specific test run, the test results permit comparison for

the purpose of determining if a shift in the adaptation de-

pression has occurred.

When subject CGS adapted to a bright blank screen and

was tested at the high luminance level, the result was the
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*- fairly uniform MTP curve shown in Fig. 8. This curve was

used as a baseline for the test results from adapting to

sinusoidal gratings of 6, 4, and 8 CFD. Adapting Rubject

CGS to a low luminance blank screen and testing with a low

luminance grating again produced a fairly uniform MT? curve

but significantly decreased In magnitude (see Fig. 9). Sub-

Jeot CQS exhibited a peak sensitivity at 6 CPD when adapted

to a low luminance blank screen and tooted with a high lumi-

nance grating.

Adaptation to a high luminanoe 6 CPD sinusoidal grating

while testing with test gratings of the same average lumi-

nance produced the expected frequency apeoltio adaptation

depression precisely at 6 CPD. Decreasing the luminance

level of the adapting grating frem 35,5 ft-lamberts (high)

to 3.65 ft.-amberts (low) resulted In ;the frequency speoific

adaptation depression being manifested at 5 CPP. These re-

sults are presented graphically In Figs. U-12.

Fig. 13 indicates that when sub3ect CGS was adapted to

a high luminance level 4 CPD grating and tested at the same

luminance level the adaptation depression was observed, as

expected, at the adapting spatial frequency. Fig. 14, even

though very noisy, indicates that the adaptation dip is man-

ifested at the adapting frequency when the test and adapting

pattern luminance levels are both low, When the adapting

luminance level was lower then the test stimulus luminance

level, the adaptation depression shifted to a lower spatial
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frequency (see Fig. 15). Figures 16 and 17 show that the

same shift of the adaptation depression to a lower spatial

frequency also occurs for in adapting frequency of 8 CPD.

Fig. 18 Is the result of testing to see If the shift

in the adaptation depression would move both ways. There

Is an apparent shift to a higher spatial frequency when the

subject is adapted to a high luminance level stimulus grat-

ing and the MTF is tested at a lower luminance level,

Subject MJK was used to verify the test results ob-

tained from COS. Figure 19 shows a baseline MTF.ouzve for

MJK. It should be noted that, as mentioned earlier in this

report, MJK's data are substantially noisier than that ob-

tained from CGS due to *Ophantom grating" interference. Fig.-

uR*es 20, 21, and 22 show the results of subject MJK adapting

to low luminance level sinusoidal gratings of 6, 4, and

8 CFD respectively* In each case, the shift to a lower

spatial frequency can be observed.

All the above tests were done using the green phosphor

component of the 8ony Trinitron television soreen. Addi-

tional testing was done with subjoet CO8 using the televi-

sion sot's red and blue components. The shift of the

frequency specific adaptation depression to a lower spatial

frequency was observed for blue and red as well as green.

Since the shift in the adaptation depression had been

observed for all three oolors, the final tests were con-

dusted with all three oathodes (red, blue, and green) of the
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Sony television set connected. This produces the subjective

white color of the P22A phosphor. The first test simply

verified that the shift in the adaptation depression result-

Lng from adapting to a stimulus grating at one luminance

level and performing an MTP test at a higher luminance level

was also apparent when P22A white light was used for the

stimulus. Fig. 25 shows the results of binocular adaptation

to a P22A white light stimulus grating of 6 CPD, and Fig. 26

shows monocular adaptation to the same stimulus. These two

figures were used as a baseline for evaluating the results

of adapting the right eye of subject COS to a low luminance

level grating of 6 CPD and testing the MT? of the subject's

left eye using high luminance level stimulus gratings. This

tosting was accomplished by having the subject obscure the

vision of the left eye with a blank card while adapting the

right eye and then simultaneously pressing the Stimulus Re-

quest Button while switching the card to uncover the left

eye and obscure the right eye. Fig. 2? provides the results

of this test.

Early in the test program, an adaptation persistence

was noted that was not investigated until after all other

tests were completed, Specifically, if a subject has been

adapted to a slnusoidal grating of some frequency, he will

produce MTF ourves Indicating a frequency specific adApta-

tion depression at that spatial frequency for some period

of time after the adapting stimulus has been removed. In
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Pig. 28 MJX exhibits a strong adaptation depression in an
MT? test performed 20 minutes after he was adapted to a 6
CPD stimulus grating. The subjoet was shown a uniform high
luminance screen between test stimulus presentations. After
approximately 48 hours, MJK was again tested without an
adapting stimulus* Again the MTF curve indioated an adapta-
tion depression at 6 CPD although the efteot had diminished

with time (Fig. 29).
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VI. Conclusion

The experimental structure of this investigation sought

to expose a receptive field reorganization process by desen-

sitizing those receptive fields specifically sensitive to

the adapting frequency at a certain luminance level and

testing at a different luminance level to determine at which

spatial frequency the desensitization would occur. This In-

vestigation has shown that a luminance change which would

shift the MTF curve to higher spatial frequencies exhibits

a shift in the adaptation depression to lower spatial fre-

quencies.

The observed shift In the location of the frequency

specific adaptation depression In the 1TF curve as a result

of adapting at one luminance level and testing at another

luminance level Is consistent and, therefore, predictable

from one experiment to another.

These results do not, however, support the hypothesis

that a change has occurred in the frequency Rensitivity of

the receptive fields as a result of a change in the rela-

tive size of the fields caused by a change In luminance

level. The experimental hypothesis stated that the increase

In luminance would result In a decrease In the size of the

center distribution and an Increase in the size of the sur.

round distribution with a resultant shift in the frequency

specific adaptation depression to a higher spatial frequency,
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The results of this experiment indicate that exactly the

opposite of this prediction is occurring. When a subject

is adapted to a low luminance stimulus and tested with a

high luminance level stimulus, the ataptation depression

is manifested at a lower spatial frequency than the adapt-

Ing frequency, This implies that either this receptive-

field description of neural organization or this simple

mode] of adaptation, or both, are wrong. This therefore

implies that more complex models of one or both processes

are required.

Maffel, Fiorentini, and Blsti found a center-surround

receptive field organization of neural elements in the cor-

tex of cats (Ref 17: 1036-1037). This extension of the

center-surround organization which Werblin reported for

the retina appears to support the center-surround receptive

field model. Maffei, et al also provide evidence to sup-

port the contention that a simple cell fatigue adaptation

model is not applicable to high contrast experimentation

(Ref 1?7 1037).

Four important conclusions can be drawn from the re-

sults of this experiment. First, there is a predictable

shift in the location of the adaptation depression when

there Is a sufficient change in luminance between adapting

and test stimuli. Second, since the adaptation depression

shift was observed in an MTF curve for an unadapted eye of

a subject whose other eye was adapted, the shift phenomenon
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must be taking place subsequent to the retina. The third

important conclusion is that the spatial frequency desen-

sitivity Induced by adapting and testing at different lumi-

nance levels is not affected by color. This implies that

the elements of the visual system whose luminance sensiti-

vity affect their spatial frequency sensitivity are fuac-

tioning independently of any color sensitivity of the visual

system. The final -onclusion is that the spatial frequency

adaptation-effect exhibits a temporal persistence similar

to the persistence that Favreau and Corballis reported for

the color orientation adaptation phenomenon known as the

McCollough effect (Ref 19s 44-45).
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VII. Recommendations

To provide a broader data base for analysis this In-

vestigation should be reaccomplished with a larger number

of subjects. The observed persistence of the adaptation

effect indicates that in such a re-investigation extreme

care should be taken to structure the order of experiments

to preclude previous adaptation from interfering with later

experiments. The results of this investigation also indi-

cate that there are four new areas for further Investiga-

tion:

1. persistence of adaptation effect

2. effect of color difference between adapting

and test stimuli on the frequency specific

adaptation

3. maximum shift which can be caused by a dif-

ference in the luminance level of the test

and adapting stimuli

4. the effect of the contrast level of the

adapting stimulus on the shift in the

adaptation depression.

An investigation into any of the above areas should include

an experiment to determine whether the results obtained for

adapting one eye are transferred to an unadapted eye. A

transfer of the adaptation effect Implies that the observed

effect is a result of changes in the visual system which
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take place subsequent to the retina.

Various Investigators have shown that the persistence

of the color oriented adaptation known as the MoCollough

effect may last for a week to ten days (Ref 20: 45), This

paper reports that stimulus color did not affect the shift

of the specific frequency adaptation depression to a differ-

ent spatial frequency. A study of the frequency specific

response In conjunction with color adaptation persistence

would provide an Insight into whether a common system re-

sponse is responsible for both effects.

The experimental result which Indicates that stimulus

color does not affect the shift in the adaptation depres-

sion caused by changes In luminance does not provide all the

Information needed relating to color. In two separate re-

ports, May and Matteson and Green, Corwin, and Zemon have

described their experiments with colored checkerboard pat-

terns which Indicate that color Is coded within the visual

system with frequency specific (as opposed to feature speci-

fic) Information (Ref 21: 14?, 22: 14?-148). A determina-

tion that this Is true for sinusoidal gratings would provide

significant support to the hypothesis that a model based on

a Fourier-like m echanism is applicable to the human visual

system. One way that an Investigation based on this recom-

mendation could be Implemented would be to adapt subjects to

a stimulus grating at one color and use a different color

for the test grating. If the spatial frequencies and
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contrast levels used in this Investigation were used, then

the data contained in this report could provide a baseline

for determining how the visual system processes information

relating to pattern color. If color information Is being

processed with the frequency specific Information then there

should be no change in the test results.

The model of the visual system which purports that the

system comprises a number of independent, approximately one

octave wide, channels has been the source of considerable

controversy (Ref 2: 32, 211 147-148. 22: 209, 23: 2139). An

investigation to determine the maximum shift which could be

induced by adapting to a stimulus grating at one luminance

level and testing at a different luminance level could con-

tribute significantly to resolving this controversy. If a

multi-channel model is descriptive of the human visual sys-

tem, one would expect tne region over which the adaptation

depression could be shifted to be a narrow range centered

about the adapting spatial frequency. Such an Investigation

could be accomplished by using the same adapting grating

contrast level (0.23) and luminance level (3.35 ft-lamberts)

used for this experiment and performing MTF tests at several

higher luminance levels.

Blakemore, Muncey, and Ridley attempted to expose spa-

tial frequency selective channels in the human visual system

by using a contrast reduction technique (Ref 9s 1928). They

reported changes in subject perception of grating contrast
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after adaptation to a grating of a different contrast. This

investigation was accomplished using an adapting grating

contrast of 0.23. The experiment should be accomplished at

both a higher and a lower adaptation contrast level to de-

termine the effects of contrast on the observed shift in the

adaptation depression and to gain further insight into how

contrast levels affect visual resolution.

Regardless of which of the above additional studies are

undertaken or whether the equipment Is subsequently used for

other as yet undefined MTF testing the following equipment

modifications would facilitate vesting. 1) The switches, S4

and S5, which control adapting and test pattern luminance

should be replaced by relays. The operation of the relays

could be coupled to the output of the multiplex controller.

2) The continuous trigger switch and the contrast level

switch on the pattern generator should be relocated to the

operator's console. This would be particularly helpful to

the operator during equipment calibration and modification.
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Appendix A

Equipment Operating Procedures

This section will describe the operating procedures for

the automated system for testing the MTF of the human visual

system. The procedures depend on the computer program lis-

ted in Appendix B being on file in binary form In the CDC

system.

The VCO's, television line voltage power supplies, and

multiplex controller were left "on" continuously because of

the long period of time required for these items to reach a

stable output level after turn-on. Leaving the multiplex

controller "on" also resulted In a decreased failure rate

for this item. The transients and signal pulses resulting

from the power surge at turn-on had resulted in several

fallures. Once the decision to leave these equipment items

"hot" had been made, no subsequent failures of the multi-

plex controller were observed.

The first step In preparing the equipment for an ex-

parlment Is to turn an the television set. The 3-5 minutes

required for the set to warm up will elapse during the per-

iod of time required to complete the following steps.

Three controls must be set on the pattern generator.

The contrast range switch should be set to position 1, 2, or

4 corresponding to contrast changes of 1:2, ].15, and 1:10
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respectively. The switch setting should be recorded for

later entry as data Into the computer program. The stimulus

duration switch should be set for 500 msec. The trigger-

continuous switch should be set to the "triggered" position.

This provides a continuous presentation of the adapting

grating on the television screen unless the Stimulus Request

Switch is depressed.

The adapting and test pattern stimulus luminance levels

are selected by setting switches S4 and S5 on the pattern

switching box (Ref 14: 16).

The line voltage power supply should be set to provide

110 + .5v AC. The orientation of the television should be

checked to insure that the rotation shaft pointer is aligned

with the 0 degree mark on the rotation shaft caliper ring.

This concludes the pre-operational checkout of the equipment

items colocated with the TV set. The next items to be ad-

dressed are located at the operator's station.

The acoustic coupler must be set to "local" and the

teletypewriter turned to the "on-line" position. The tele-

typewriter can now be used to provide digital values to

drive the Digital-to-Analog converters (DAC's)-in the multi-

plex controller. The "off, X.3, Xl" control knob on both

VCO's should be set to the "Xl" position. The frequency

multiplier control should be set to the "XlOOK" position

and the frequency vernier should be centered with a sine

wave output selected. The dual beam Oscilloscope should be
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turned "on" and connected so that the test pattern VCO out-

put is displayed on channel "A" and the output of the pat-

tern generator is displayed on channel "B".

The coaxial cable which connects the test pattern VCO

and the oscilloscope must be disconnected at the VCO output

and connected to the output of the adapting pattern VCO.

This displays the adapting pattern VCO output on channel

"A". The VCO attenuation knob should be used to adjust the

output level to 0.42v peak-to-peak. This sets the contrast

level for the adapting pattern to 0.23 contrast units when

the average luminance of the adapting pattern Is 35.5 ft-

lamberts (see eq. 1).

With the frequency dial of the adapting pattern VCO

set to approximately 3.65, a sinusoldal grating of 6 CPD

(12 full cycles) should be obtained within the 10" aperature

of the television mask. This pattern can be fine tuned to

the center of the lock-up range using the frequency vernier,

To obtain 4 CPD, the frequency dial should be set to approx-

Imately 2.60 and the above procedure followed to obtain lock-

up with 8 full sinusoidal gratings in the mask aperature.

Once the adapting pattern spatial frequency has been ob-

tained on the television, the coaxial cable can be recon-

nected to the output of the test pattern VCO.

The test pattern VCO attenuation control should be ad-

Justed to obtain an output signal of Iv peak-to-peak. The

preparation of the signal generating equipment for operation
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with the multiplex controller is completed by setting the

"triggered-continuous" switch or. the pattern generator to

the "continuous" position.

The teletypewriter is used to enter the initializing

commands into the multiplex controller. Commands must be

entered in the format "XXXnQQ". This command format causes

the multiplexer to store the value XXX in the nth buffer

upon receipt of the consecutive QQ keyword. For example,

when the command "5553QQ" is entered from the teletypewriter,

buffer 3 of the multiplexer will store 555 and the voltage

level out of the Digital-to-Analog converter output 3 will

be 5.55v do. A more detailed explanation can be found in

Nystrom's thesis (Ref 11: 19). The commands "0003QQ",

"0052QQ", and "9990QQ" will set the pattern generator to

produce a test pattern of 2 CPD on the television screen.

The frequency control and vernier of the test pattern VCO

should be used to fine tvne to the center of the lock-up

range,

The remaining nine test frequencies should be stepped

through in ascending order using commands of the form

"XXX2QQ", where "XXX" represents a three digit number from

the FREQ CAL column of Table III.

The VCO to multiplex controller calibration and the

computer program require that the first spatial frequency

of 2 CPD be locked up by entering the "0052QQ" command into

the multiplex controller using the teletypewriter. The
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other nine frequency calibration values may be varied within

the frequency range indicated in Table III as necessary to

obtain a stable test pattern at all test spatial frequencies.

The equipment is, at best, marginally stable in its overall

operation and highly sensitive to temperature variations;

consequently, the frequency calibration values for a stable

test pattern vary but usually lie within the ranges listed.

The lock-up range for each spatial frequency is deter-

mined by stepping through the range of values which produce

a sinusoidal grating on the screen. A frequency in the cen-

ter of the lock-up range should be selected as the frequency

calibration (FREQ CAL) value for the run. The equipment can

now be placed in the configuration for operation under com-

puter control by setting the "triggered-continuous" switch

on the pattern generator to the "triggered" position.

The operation select switch on the acoustic coupler

should be placed in the "half-duplex" position and a 110

baud link should be established with the ASD computer cen-

ter. The baud rate is determined by the strapping of pad

"H" on the clock card in the multiplex controller (Ref 11:

Fig. A-10). Normal LOGIN procedures should be used to gain

access to the ASD INTERCOM system. The MTF program stored

in binary file should be attached as well as the CAL COMP

plot routine designated CCAUX. The MTF program is described

in Appendix B and listed in Fig. 30. The procedure for at-

taching both routines is shown In Fig. 31. An experiment
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can now be run under computer control to determine the MTF

of a subject.
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Appendix B

PMTF Ccmouter Prora

This program controls the operation of an automated

system for determining and plotting the modulation transfer

function (MTF) of the human visual system. This control is

exoercised through the generation of control words to drive

the Digital-to-Analog converters (DAC's) in the multiplex

controller. The DAC outputs set the contrast and frequency

and control tnie change of pattern of the stimulus display.

Computer Program for Stimulus Control

The original program was written by Quill (Ref 13: 34-

5?). Several modifications were made to it by Scheidegg to

Incorporate system modifications, contrast-out-of-limits

flags, and data checks within the basic program (Ref 14: 76-

bt). Fig. 30 is a listing of the program as modified to

meet the requirements of this investiga*.on and described in

the following paragraphs.

The data arrays labeled CONT contain the contrast cal-.

½bration data for the 10 spatial frequencies to be tested.

Each of the 40 numbers in the CONT array corresponds to the

multiplex controller output voltage required to produce a

given contrast level oi the televisl'n screcn. The 40 con-

trast levels cover the range from -0.20 to -2.15 logarithmic
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contrast units and are 0.05 log atrast units apart. The

DAC voltage corresponding to each contrast level was origi-

nally determined by Quill using the procedure described In

his thesis (Ref 13: 22-25, 74-79). The calibration results

for the equipment configuration used in this investigation

and the verification of the applicabillty of the contrast

level calibration data determined by Quill are presented in

Appendix C.

The program requires the operator to provide the com-

puter with frequency, test parameters, and subject Identifi-

cation. This information is necessary for computer control

of the experiment and for proper labeling and identification

of the computer generated data plots and tables releting to

the test. A data verification routine has been added to pro-

vide the operator with the capability to edit this control

information before entering the run.

During the main run the computer controls th4 test stim-

ulus frequency, contrast, and Itminance levels. For a given

spatial frequency, a change in luminance level results In a

change in contrast. The constant DELTA was added to the com-

putation phase to compensate for this difference when the

test procedures required contrast computations at the lower

luminance level. The technique for determining the value of

DELTA is described in Appendix C.
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Progra•Operation

The computer program ig Interoperative, requiring ini-

tially that the opreator provide the parameters necessary to

control the test and gather the data. During the main por-

tion of the program, the subject is required to respond to

the test stimulus generated. The program begins by setting

the DACts to provide the first contrast level and test stim-

ulus spatial frequency. The program ruquests 10 frequency

values for the FREQCAL array. The values are predetermined

using the procedures In Appendix A. These values are entered

at the teletype in the format: blank. 13, blank, 13, etc.,

until all 10 values are entered. The program then prints

the values on the teletype and requests verification. Typing

a zero causes the program to return to "request 10 values

for FREQCAL array". Typing a "1" causes the program to pro-

gresa to subject identification.

After the FHEQCAL array has been verified, the program

requests subject identification. This information is en-

tered on the teletype in the format indicated by the program

(subject, date, step size).

The program then requ3sts that the luminance level of

the test and adaptinc• stimuli and the frequency of the adap-

ting stimulus be entered from the teletypewriter. The pro-

gram also requests that the contrast range switch setting be

entered. This information is used by the program to con'rol

the experiment and to develop the plot routine and data
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tables for the program output.

The original MTF program developed by Quill (Pef 13s

43) addressed the two stimulus contrast levels associated

with the high-low contrast range switch on the pattern gen-

erator designed and built by Hannikel 1Ref 12: 40). The

data from Quill's low contrast level calibration was used by

Sakai as a starting point in developing the contrast cali-

bration data for his modification to the pattern generator.

Sakai replaced the two position contrast level switch with

a five position selector switch to obtain more contrast

range levels. Each position on the selector switch cor-

responds to a different resistive network which can be se-

lected to attenuate stimulus contrast (Ref 15: 19). Sakal

determined experimentally that the voltage output of the

pattern generator was a linear function of the input voltage

and that an increase in resistance at the pattern generator

output only served to divide the contrast level of the pat-

tern by a constant.

The two luminance levels used by Scheldegg to perform

his MTF experiments permitted all data to be taken with the

contrast range switch of the pattern generator in position

4 (contrast level divided by 10). In order to normalize tho

results of his experiments to the calibration lovels deter-

mined by Sakal and Quill, Scheidegg modified the specific

equation in the MTF program which determines the starting

point for calculating logarithmic contrast.
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The one logarithmic unit difference in the two lumin-

ance levels used in this investigation precluded taking all

data at the same contrast range switch setting. Furthermore,

there is no basis for assuming that future experimentation

with this equipment would use the same switch setting. A

routine was needed to incorporate into the computer program

a means of relating the contrast level at which the subject

was tested to the calibrated contrast levels. Using Schei-

degg's normalized logarithmic -ontrast equation as a basis

for relating contrast levels, and the fact that contrast is

a linear function as determined by Sakai, a function for In-

terrelating the various contrast levels (CONRNG) was deter-

mined (See Table I1).m1

The average divisor faetor for each contrast level was

determined from Appendix B, Table V of Sakalts thesis. The

ratio of the average divisor for each contrast level to con-

trast level 3 (contrast range switch position 4) was calcu-

lated and a routine for operator input of this data was

incorporated into the MT? program. This routine requires

that the operator speolfy the contrast range switch setting.

The KTF program then changes the contrast divisor according-

ly. The subsequent computer generated data tables and

graphs require no mathematical interpretation (i.e. they

present the data just as if the contrast divisor were 1).

The program requests verification of all experiment

parameters before entering the maln program. If any errors
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were made during data input, typing a zero (0) on the tele-

typewriter will return the program to the first program step

requesting parameter input. Typing a one (1) causes tUe

program to proceed to the main run,

The eiperiment is carried out using a staircase pro-

cedure to establish the contrast threshold of the subject.

The staircase is initiated at the highest possible contrast

level. This allows the subject a clear observation of the

test grating that will be used and 5.nsures that the first

response is always affirmative (1I see it"). This response

is entered from the Hand Held Response Box (HRB). An af-

firmative response causes the prograa to decrease the cna-

trast level by 6 logarithmic (log) contrast units. The

contrast level is fu.rther decre5sed 6 log contrast units for

each subsequent affirmative response, When the subject en-

ters a negative response (7), the program increacer the con-

"trast level by 2 log contrast units. ThIs 2 Loa,- contrast

unit increase per response in continued intil the subject

Irdicatea that he can see the graving. The point At which

the subject makes this affirmative resporAse prorlide3 an er-

timate of the subject's :*onr7aat $:1c4old. The program

then decreases the contrast level by I log 'C2 trast unit

until a negavive response is given. ThIs constltotes the

first reversal, The contrast 2evel is then Increased by 1

log contrast level at a time until another reversal is .b-

tained. it Is then decreased by 1 log contrast unit until
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the next reversal is obtained. This alternate increase and

decrease of the contrast level will continue imtil 6 rever-

sals have been obtained. This staircase technique for deter-

mining the subjectvs contrast threshold is performed for the

ten (10) sinusoldal gratings (2-1i CPD) in ascending order.

The responses for the staircase testing are stored in

two data arrays; one for affirmative and one for negative

responses. For each spatial frequency, the program uses the

table with the fewest entries to determine the value of the

average contrast sensitivity and to calculate 1 standard de-

viation (SIGMA) trom that value. The results of this com-

putation are printed on the teletypewriter upon completion

of the run. The equipment operator can choose to continue

with anothsr run or to stop at this point. If the operator

chooses to run another experiment, the data from the first

axperiment are held In memory until after the final experi-

ment has been completed. When the operator indluates he is

finished testing (by typing a "?" in response to the program

query), he will route the data files to the appropriate out-

put devices in the computer facility in the AFIT School of

Engineering building. (Note: The heading of the file to be

ronted aiso indicates the device to which It Is to be

routed. Example: PUNCH - to card punch, etc.).
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Appendix C

Contrast Calibration Data

Contrast calibration was accomplished after completion

of the brightness control modification described in Section

II. The maximum and minimum luminance levels of the sinus-

oidal gratings were measured using a Pritchard photometer,

model 1980A-CD with a l9b0A-PL optical head.

The line voltage to the Sony television was set to

110.0 + 0.5 volts ac. The controls on the television were

positioned in accordance with the Instructions given by

Quill (Ref 13: 22-25, 75-77). The pattern generator con-

trast level switch was set to position 2 during calibration.

Photometer measurements were made for various spatial

frequencies with the dual brightness control set to bright

(35.5 ft-lamberts) using DAC drive voltages from column 4 of

Quill's calibration tables as the multiplex controller input.

In each case a high and a low contrast drive voltage was in-

put and the corresponding contrast was calculated using Mlich-

elson's formula (see page 3). The contrast levels did not

vary from those determined by Quill by more than the cali-

bration limits of the photometer. As a result, the contrast

calibration tables developed by Quill were used for this In-

vestigation.

Contrast measurements with the dual brightness control
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In the dir position (3.65 ft-lamberts) Indicated that the

contr.t level for dim differed from the contrast level for

bright by a constant ratio for each spatial frequency. The

constant DELTA was added to the contrast in the computation-

al section of the computer program to account for the con-

trast change when a dim luminance sine wave was selected.

DELTA is defined as the ratio of the average contrast at the

dim luminance level to the average contrast at the high

luminance level.

ft
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Appendix D

Spatial Frequency Calibration Data

The results of this Investigation were directly depen-

dent upon the ability to accurately producE adapting and

test sinusoldal gratings at specifis spatial frequencies.

The adapting and test spatial frequencies were produced by

two Wavetek voltage controlled oscillators (VCO) operated as

standard signal generators. The VCO outputs have a tendency

to drift with changes in ambient temperature. The drift in

the VCO output is greater than the tolerance of the raster-

synch generator. (The Sony horizontal synch circuits are

much more tolerant). Because of this instability, the spec-

ific frequency desired must be locked up and verified before

each run.

The procedures for setting and locking up the adapting

spatial frequency in the VCO are detailed in Appendix A,

Equipment Operating Procedures. A change in the spatial

frequency of the adapting pattern of even a part of one de-

gree changes the nature and location of the frequency speci-

fic adaptation depression. This significantly degrades the

investigator's capability to interpret the effects of the

adaptation on the 1T' regardless of how well he has defined

and calibrated the test spatial frequencies.
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Test Spatial Frequencies

The procedures for obtaining frequency lock-up at each

spatial frequency and for fine tuning the test pattern VCO

to the center of the lock-up range are included In detail in

Appendix A, Equipment Operating Procedures. The suscepti-

bility of the equipment to temperature variations require

that the mid-range frequency of the voltage lock-up range

corresponding to each spatial frequency be determined before

each experiment and entered as data in the computer program

FREQCAL array. The spatial frequencies of interest and

their corresponding range of VCO inputs are listed in Table

III.
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Appendix E

Equipment Configuration

This thesis was accomplished using equipment designed,

built, modified, and remodified by previous AFIT thesis stu-

dents. This appendix Is included as a guide for subsequent

investigators. Table IV is a guide to source information on

the equipment. Fig. 32 is a schematic illustrating how the

equipment Is interconnected and where the pattern signals

are generated and sampled.
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Appendix P

Supporting Data

This appendix provides a listing of the data results

from which the graphs appearing In the Results Section were

derived. Table V provides this data.

Also listed in this appendix is the supporting data and

individual graphs from which the average MTF curves shown In

Figs. 12, 15. 20, 21, 24, and 27 were developed. The re-

mainder of the graphs and data collected during this inves-

tigation are listed in Table VI and shown In Figs. 33-49.
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